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Only the American people
can take back their country
from those who have stolen it.
The following excerpt nicely demonstrates the raw power and extraordinary potential of the
Internet.
Lastly, the reader is encouraged to look at how extensively the world has changed with a single
tweet: #MeToo. Just as a lone “butterfly beating its wings in Brazil” (e.g. #MeToo) effectively
caused a “second Hurricane Harvey” in 2017, which then led to a full-blown
HARVEYGEDDON, just think what many of the CIA ex-spooks and former FBI agents and
DOJ attorneys can do by tweeting WHAT THEY KNOW about institutional crimes under the
following hashtag: #Corruptocrat.
(Source: L A W L E S S N E S S at the DOJ and FBI and C.I.A. )
Actually, the preceding word picture illustrates the awesome effects when the Internet is
optimally leveraged to conduct this type of criminal disclosure campaign.

#Corruptocrat
Just as #MeToo has depopulated American society of so many serial practitioners of sexual
harassment and sex abuse in the workplace, so too can #Corruptocrat eliminate the many
corrupt politicians (from both parties) and government officials.

This national Internet campaign hinges on a two-pronged strategy.
First, the many government service workers who have worked at the FBI, DOJ and CIA must
be provided a “safe environment” to expose the criminality that they witnessed on the job.
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The more cyber-warriors who use their various Internet platforms to support this “safe
environment” the better.
It used to be that one whistleblower would be standing alone on the firing line after he or she
just exposed a major institutional crime (or pattern of criminality).
As #MeToo has shown us, those days are over. That movement grew the legs of a millipede
practically overnight because those sexual harassment whistleblowers knew that in unity there
is strength; and in great numbers there is great protection.
This is exactly how so many women, in particular, felt safe enough to out their abusers
beginning with the notorious Harvey Weinstein.

Do you now see just how H U G E this new #Corruptocrat Internet campaign
can become?
There are many tactics which can be employed in the execution of this disclosure campaign.
First, it’s compulsory to understand the underlying strategy.
This Internet campaign will utilize the same philosophy and principles that Saul Alinsky
promoted in his Bolshevik handbook—Rules for Radicals.
The patriot movement is now compelled to fight fire with fire. In so doing they can take down
the entire Deep State … when they truly comprehend and put into practice the right MO.
Efficiently implementing the most applicable MO is absolutely essential to winning this war—
the Second American Revolution.

Go after the individual perps!
The central pillar of this Deep State takedown strategy is to identify and isolate the proven
criminal perpetrators. There are many of them, and some are hidden deep in the System.
This is where the former CIA spooks and retired FBI agents and ex-DOJ attorneys and NSA
mid-managers come in.
Their job is to reveal those bad actors who have avoided exposure by virtue of their protected
positions in the alphabet soup agencies and departments. They can do this anonymously by
tweeting their info under a pen name or by having a distant acquaintance post the data to a
Facebook wall.
As for the Comeys, Muellers and Wrays, they have already exposed themselves. So have the
Clintons and Obamas, Bushes and Romneys, McCains and Grahams. Even traitors like John
Brennan, James Clapper, Michael Hayden and Michael Morrell of the U.S. Intelligence
Community have laid bare their treason. However, they still need to be isolated and taken
down on the Internet just like the many accusers took down Harvey Weinstein.
And George H.W. Bush.
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And Kevin Spacey.
And Matt Lauer.
And Senator Al Franken.
And Rep. John Conyers.
And Federal Judge Alex Kozinski
And Roger Ailes.
And Charlie Rose.
And Mark Halperin.
And the Metropolitan Opera’s James Levine.
And the New York City Ballet’s Peter Martins.
And NPR’s Michael Oreskes.
And Brett Ratner.
And Russell Simmons.
And Louis C.K.
And James Toback.
And Dustin Hofffman.
And Gene Simmons.
And photog Terry Richardson.
And Bill Cosby before HARVEYGEDDON even began.
Hopefully the patriots on both the Right and the Left get the picture.
In this way, each cyber-warrior needs to become an Internet investigator and prosecutor of
sorts.
Let us explain why this is such pivotal tactic necessary to win the fight.

Make it personal, not institutional!
Everyone just saw how the MSM was used to take down Roy Moore with a fictitious sex
scandal and transparently fake news. They first identified Moore as a lone duck; even Trump
abandoned him. After methodically isolating him, they went in for the kill. His loss at the polls
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and in the voting booth was a perfectly controlled demolition by Deep State. Then they
proceeded to outright steal the election through voting fraud and vote count tampering.
They attempted this very same game plan against Trump during the 2016 campaign season,
yes? YES?!?!
We the People must go after the guilty politicians of both parties; corrupt government officials
at the federal, state and municipal levels; and compromised VIPs who use their wealth, power,
influence and public platforms to support the Deep State agenda.
The really key point here is that nothing BIG ever happens when you just go after “the
System”. Things really change when the individual agents of Deep State are taken down by
being exposed as the hardened criminals (think George Soros) that they truly are. All of these
Deep State operatives are fundamentally enemies of the American people, and they should be
treated as such.
Therefore, the more these foreign agents are pursued personally for their own crimes and
corruption, the easier the war will be won. The bottom line here is this:
Only when the ponerized agents of Deep State are more afraid of We the People than they are of
their hidden masters of PONERIZATION, will things really start to change for the better.
(Source: PONERIZATION: How the American Republic was taken over by political cliques of
criminally insane psychopaths
Everyone knows that Congress is thoroughly and hopelessly corrupt. Who doesn’t know that
the Mainstream Media is owned and operated by the criminal C.I.A. Everybody is aware that
the Obama Administration was the most lawless and depraved in U.S. history. Who doesn’t
know that the Clinton Crime Family is a actually a highly organized international crime
syndicate?

What’s the vital point?
We must go after the individual corrupt Congressman with focus and resolve, not Congress.
We must address the “fake news” put out by Wolf Blitzer, Andrea Mitchell, Anderson Cooper,
Rachel Maddow, Jim Acosta, Jake Tapper, Chuck Todd, Chris Matthews, Chris Cuomo, Don
Lemon, Brian Stelter, Katie Couric, Brian Williams, Joe Scarborough, Mika Brzezinski,
Shepard Smith, Alisyn Camerota, Megyn Kelly and Fareed Zakaria, not the MSM as a whole.
We must focus on the specific State Department crimes committed by Hillary Clinton, sex
crimes by Bill Clinton, Clinton Foundation crimes by Chelsea Clinton, and especially the
unspeakable crimes perpetrated by the Podesta brothers against our children.
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The same goes for the many career criminals who populated every level of the Obama
Administration to include Barack Obama and Michelle Obama, and especially AGs Eric Holder
and Loretta Lynch. Then there was Joe Biden and Valerie Jarrett, Victoria Nuland and
Samantha Power, Susan Rice and David Axelrod, Lois Lerner and John Koskinen, etc., etc.,
etc.
Only by ‘surrounding’ each of the criminal perps and isolating them, and then prosecuting
each of them to the fullest extent of the law, will their myriad co-conspirators jump ship and
assist with the final destruction of Deep State.

Let’s get busy exposing the Corruptocrats! Tweet:

#Corruptocrat
State of the Nation
December 20 2017
Author’s Note
Ever wonder why there is such a scarcity of real radioactive proof of Corruptocrat criminality
posted on the Internet? Especially at this late date in 2017, one would expect that there would
be an abundance of hard evidence incriminating the high-profile agents of Deep State. Surely
the CIA, NSA, FBI, DHS, DIA, etc. possess volumes of actionable evidence on many of the
VIPs. More significantly, there are retired and fired secret service and intelligence agency
employees who have obtained all sorts of damning videos, photos, emails, letters, and other
documents which would prove all sorts of felonies.
Why, then, do we not see any of these ever posted on the Internet? Certainly AI censors have
overseen the Internet since its very inception which has scrubbed much of this evidence from
the digital record. Which is why it’s very important to post this type of material in a way that
does not arouse any suspicion from those fastidiously programmed AI censors. Hence, when
the time does arrive to expose the corruptocrats, the proper posting format is quite
indispensable.
___
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=91451
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